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The studio A4A Rivolta Savioni Architetti develops a new concept: 

the “Musi Lunghi” grill  restaurant for Iper, La grande i. 
 

The grill, which opened on 12th March in the Verona hyper-market, 
is inspired by rustic conviviality and county fairs.    
  

An innovative concept for an area and a service that reflects the philosophy of Iper, La grande i 
when it comes to fresh foods.  Quality at accessible prices, selected raw materials, promotion of 
local products, but also a warm welcome to the sales outlet and interaction with clients in the grill 
which has just opened in the hypermarket.    
 
On an area of some 300 square meters and for 150 people the new concept, developed by the 
studio A4A Rivolta Savioni Architetti, is on various levels,  creating a coherent and 
recognizable image. The architecture, the choice of materials and the layout make for a cosy and 
homey atmosphere; inspiration coming from country inns and county fairs interpreted in a fresh 
and light-hearted vein, as an extension of the values of a brand that supports Made in Italy and 
small local producers.  
 
The areas are extremely spacious. Different finishes are used: from the wood-effect vinyl 
flooring to the anthracite walls or the blanched wooden slats, to the ceiling with exposed wooden 
beams which are white to give more light to the main area, and the slats in natural wood in the 
outside area.  The passage from the gallery to the restaurant is open and, at the same time, gives the 
feeling of entering a different area. While maintaining the fluidity of the space and a global 
coherence different areas, each with their own distinctive traits, are defined: the long tables facing 
outside with their metal vintage lamps; the outdoor area with its rows of wooden tables and 
coloured chairs; the large circular table with its round lighting fixture covered with rows of bulbs to 
evoke a country festival.  
 
The materials are always treated naturally and, as in the case of the wood,  reinterpreted by 
superimposing a graphic texture to the veining. The visual identity is defined by the graphic 
design that calls on different supports and modalities.  A texture of small squares, like those of the 
red-checked tablecloths typical of country inns, predominates but here they are printed directly on 
the wood, and reproduced on the front of the Bisazza mosaic counter and on the decorative cutting 
boards  hanging on the wall.  The graphic design  uses the reproduction of a large blackboard as 
the main support for information regarding the point of sale. 
 
After La Cantina, which opened last September in the Varese hypermarket, and the Pet Food 
Store inaugurated in December 2014 in piazza Portello in Milan, Musi Lunghi is yet another 
project by the studio A4A Rivolta Savioni Architetti  for the Iper, La grande i hypermarkets, 
introducing an innovative concept to the style and the organization of of the point of sale ok 
 
Who What Where When  
 Musi Lunghi grill 
Iper, La grande i, via del Commercio 1, San Martino Buon Albergo (Verona) 
opened Saturday 12th March 2016 
concept and  installation: studio A4A Rivolta Savioni Architetti 
area: 280 square meters overall 
capacity: 125 seats inside and 24 on the terrace which are also suitable for smokers  
hours: from 11:30 to 00:00  
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